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Online learning for fast results.
CrunchTime! MainCourse™ is a new free online learning system that makes it quick and easy for
users to learn critical application tasks on the CrunchTime back office platform.
Consistent training means consistent results. With MainCourse, training end users to become
CrunchTime-proficient becomes an efficient, consistent and measureable process. A company
can train all of its restaurant staff to perform a given transaction set in less than 10 minutes.
There’s no travel required, no dependency on a live instructor, and the lessons are available ondemand at any time. In addition, the training and standards of proficiency are the same for every
person, every time, so everyone learns to use the application in a consistent manner.

MainCourse has three integral parts:
• Online Lessons - The self-paced online lessons emphasize the major functional areas of the
CrunchTime suite. Lessons don’t require a live instructor, and are available on-demand to all
users.
• Learning Management System (LMS) - The LMS is the framework that enables your central
administrators to organize all the course content. It is also the portal where your team
members register to access the online lessons and track their progress.
• Central Management Console - This extension of the LMS provides your central
administration team with visibility of the progress your team members are making in
completing the curriculum that you have created for them. It provides a seamless platform
for you to monitor the CrunchTime certification processes that you have put in place.

Access to MainCourse is simple
Each client company gets its own private environment within the LMS, with a unique URL. When
a member of your team visits that URL, they can create an account, get access to online courses,
and see all the content that you provide for them.

Getting your company started with MainCourse is a no-brainer
CrunchTime clients don’t have to do anything to get their learners on the system except provide
them with the unique URL allowing access. Learners create their own accounts, retrieve forgotten
passwords via e-mail, and track their own progress. Low supporting overhead for your management
team was a primary goal for MainCourse.
If desired, CrunchTime can make a member of the client company’s team an Administrator for
their environment in the LMS. This functionality allows clients to run powerful reports.
Visit www.crunchtime.com to learn more.
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Why MainCourse
works...
Learn important
application tasks
anywhere, anytime
Consistent learning
across enterprise
ensures better data
Best practice-based:
Tell, Show, Do, Review
Centralized LMS for
complete visibility and
control
NO apps to download,
totally web-based and
device-aware
Secure and creates
audit trails
User performance
reporting

